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Enjoy the beauty of Tanzania by cycling through different attractive parts of the country from the 

heart of the city to exotic/country side. Experience the scenic view of the mountains, hills, 

valleys, lakes, rivers, flora and fauna, Maasai villages and their lifestyle. 

Feel the wind blow, nice air, sun shine and blue sky while cycling along the magnificent routes 

of your tour. 

Our programs designed to cater your interest, the programs ranges from a day trip, 5 days, 1 

week up to 2 weeks. This depends on the length of the route, activities to be done and days of 

stay in the destination. You’re free to choose the long tour or short tour as you wish. 

12 Days Cycling Tour via Longido 

DURATION 12 DAYS 

DAY 1: ARUSHA – LONGIDO - 

KETUMBEINE 

 After breakfast transfer by car/bus to Longido, set 

up of the bicycles and start of the bike tour towards 

the east, camp Ketumbeine. Cycling distance: 

46kms. 

Day 02: KETUMBEINE – GELAI  

Passing Mount Gelay, continue to the east, camp 

close to Gelay Bomba. Cycling distance: 35kms. 

Day 03: GELAY BOMBA – LAKE NATRON 

Continue to Lake Natron and further to Ngara Sero campsite. Cycling distance: 46kms. 

Day 04: At 01:00 am drive to the foot of Oldoinyo Lengai, start ascent; Sun rise at the top, in the 

morning descent, meeting the car and transfer back to Ngare Sero campsite. 

Day 05: Rest day/sightseeing, drive to lake Natron, rest of the day relaxing. Camp at Ngare Sero 

campsite. 

Day 06: LAKE NATRON - ENGARUKA 

Continue biking in the direction of Engaruka and camp in the area around Engaruka. Cycling 

distance: 60kms. 

Day 07: ENGARUKA – MTO WA MBU 

Biking to Mto wa Mbu, overnight at Twiga Camp. Cycling distance: 65kms. 
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Day 08: MTO WA MBU - NGORONGORO 

Biking via Karatu to Loduare Gate; Loading the bicycles into the cars and driving to Ngorongoro 

Sopa Lodge. Cycling distance: 60kms. 

Day 09: NGORONGORO CRATER 

Full day game drive in the Ngorongoro crater, in the evening drive to Karatu, overnight at Kudu 

Camp. 

Day 10: NGORONGORO - MBULU 

Down the rift valley, continue to Mbulu, stay overnight at Sanu guest house around Mbulu. 

Cycling distance: 65kms 

Day 11: MBULU – MAGUGU (MBUGWE) 

Biking via Magara to Mbugwe. Overnight at Giraffe guest house. Cycling distance: 50kms. 

Day 12: MAGUGU - ARUSHA 

Biking from Mbugwe to Kwa Kuchinja, Makuyuni loading the bikes into the cars and drive to 

Arusha. Cycling distance: 46kms. 

Arrive before nightfall. 

 

What is included in the tour? 

*Support vehicle with extra bike and spare 

parts. 

*Camping cook. 

*All camping equipment. 

*3 Meals per day. 

*Park fees. 

*A local guide and driver. 

*Mattresses and beddings. 

*Sleeping Bags. 

*Drinking water. 

 

Not Included in the tour: 

*Alcoholic drinks and beverages. 

*Tip / Gratuities. 

*Items of a personal nature. 

*All not mentioned above

 


